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Introduction
GLP is deeply invested in fueling the
businesses that make the modern world run
more efficiently. From expertly investing capital
to efficiently operating assets and building
businesses, we take a bold and innovative
approach to growth and value creation for
our customers and investors. We focus on
investing and building businesses in logistics,
real estate, infrastructure, finance and related
technologies and have $97 billion of assets
under management in real estate and private
equity funds in Brazil, China, Europe, India,
Japan, the U.S. and Vietnam.
Sustainability is an essential part of our
long-term success as global corporate citizens.
We are committed to a broad range of ESG
commitments that elevate our business, create
value for our shareholders and investors,

support our employees and customers, and
show respect to the local communities in which
we work. It is our corporate responsibility as
business builders and investors as well as an
opportunity to promote good business ethics
and focus on a more sustainable and resilient
future.
By improving efficiency across our
businesses through the use and integration
of data technology, we are able to reduce
consumption, better manage assets and
invest capital more efficiently, generate better
returns for our shareholders and investors,
reduce costs for our customers and partners,
and help our global employees become more
satisfied and productive.

Letter from our CEO
MING Z.MEI - Co-Founder and CEO, GLP
In our industry, environmental impact is often the leading focus and we take pride in the strides
GLP has made to minimize its environmental impact while remaining focused on the broader
definition of sustainability. However, this year, Covid-19 created extraordinary economic and
social circumstances for our world and the communities in which we work.
Safety and well-being of our employees and the broader community has long been a priority
for us but the pandemic required our teams to take significant action, quickly, to keep the GLP
community safe, a community that is vital to our success. Being a global organization allowed us
to share best practices between markets on how to minimize risk and best support our partners
and customers impacted by the pandemic. We were also able to leverage GLP’s global network
to source and procure more than a million pieces of protective equipment and medical supplies
to donate to hospitals. To support storage and distribution we opened up over 2 million square
meters of storage space from over 110 GLP logistics parks in more than 40 cities.
The pandemic is still a part of our daily lives and we are dedicated to continuing to support our
community but I am proud of our response and the resilience from our employees.
We look forward to continuing our journey towards building a more sustainable business, one
that creates value for our investors and shareholders, promotes business and social innovation,
supports our employees and customers and shows respect to local communities.
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Core Logistics Real
Estate Business
Overview of GLP
$97B
AUM

63
REAL ESTATE AND
PRIVATE EQUITY FUNDS

68
OFFICES IN
17 COUNTRIES

$55B

66M

23

AUM

SQM

LOGISTICS REAL ESTATE
FUNDS

2,300

1,700

COMPLETED PROPERTIES

GLOBAL CUSTOMERS

As of September 30, 2020
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2019 Global
ESG Facts

1.0M SQM

China added

GLP issued

30 MW

$135M

capacity to the grid
in 2019, covering
13 logistics and
industrial parks

of unsecured green
bonds to attract
environmentally
conscious investors

sustainable building
certifications globally
including LEED, BREEAM,
BELS, CASBEE, DBJ,
DNJB, EDGE and HQE

100%

of
warehouses in Europe
are WELL-ready, to
promote employee
health and well-being

Green 1

solar panels globally,
producing 55 megawatts
(MW) or 65,000
megawatt hours (MWh)
installed over 53
properties

Achieved The Planet
Mark Certification in
Europe for commitment
to

the highest JCR Green Bond
Evaluation from Japan Credit
Rating Agency, Ltd.

22,000

2.5%

Our rooftop solar panels
in Japan generate

67M kWh
annually equivalent to the
average power requirement
of about 12,000 homes and
reduces carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions by 24,000 tons
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GLP J-REIT obtained

112

reduction in carbon
emissions every year

GLP helped corporations
including L’Oreal and adidas
reduce carbon emissions by

GLP J-REIT was the first
logistics J-REIT to launch a

1.2M tons

targeted at retail investors

green bond

students across 53 schools
in China supported
through the Spring Charity
Foundation; up from
six schools and 1,000
students in 2014

In Europe, Magna Park
Lutterworth created more than

9,300 jobs
accounting for 20% of all
employment in the Harborough area
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Build businesses
and invest
responsibly

Building sustainable businesses and investing responsibly
means embedding ESG considerations into our
business and investment decisions. We understand our
activities can have a material impact which can affect our
businesses, stakeholders, communities, environment and
reputation.

Develop and
manage sustainable
assets

Strive to actively manage the sustainability of assets
across the lifecycle through the tracking and monitoring
of sustainability performance.

Seek ways to
improve efficiency
and enhance value

Integrate technologies and innovations that promote
sustainability by improving efficiency and enhancing
value that increase resource conservation, leverage
climate action, improve health and well-being and
support local communities.

Govern with
high-ethics and
transparency

Commitment to maintaining the highest standards of
corporate governance as a means of enhancing corporate
performance and accountability through the establishment
of well-defined policies and processes to protect key
stakeholder interests.

Promote
well-being of our
people, partners
and communities

Aim to incorporate health and well-being throughout
our organization in support of our employees,
customers and the communities in which we work.
By focusing on promoting well-being we can enhance
an individual’s livelihood, increase motivation and
productivity as well as bring communities together.

GOVERNANCE

We are committed to making sustainability a core component of our business in order to build
a more sustainable and resilient future. The intent of GLP’s sustainability commitment is to
implement our unique ESG Sustainability Principles that support this ESG Policy Framework:

SOCIAL

Our ESG Policy is designed to support our progress in developing ESG commitments, better
integrate ESG into our overall business and investment decisions and monitor and report on our
commitments.

ENVIRONMENT

GLP ESG Policy
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As a global company, GLP’s goal is to meet or exceed the
highest environmental standards available globally. In each
community where we operate, we take a local approach
while applying these standards to building environmentally
sustainable businesses. We aim to integrate environmentally
conscious elements into our business including wind power
and rainwater power generation, water reuse, waste
management, LED lighting, electric vehicle charging,
solar thermal energy, battery storage, regionally sourced
landscaping and creating bio-diversity net gain habitats
around our developments for wildlife such as our bee and
insect hotels.

Energy Efficiency
and Renewable Energy
Energy efficiency and renewable energy are fundamental
to GLP’s design and operations and we are committed to
optimizing energy use in both existing and new developments
and reducing carbon emissions.

GOVERNANCE

SOCIAL

Protecting and Enhancing the
Environment across our Business

ENVIRONMENT

Environment
CASE STUDY

Smart and Sustainable
Distribution Centers
GLP’s modern, efficient and innovative building design minimizes
operating costs for our customers and promotes occupant comfort and
productivity. In July 2019, adidas launched its newest smart distribution
center at GLP Suzhou Park. The global sportswear giant is committed to
addressing the impacts of climate change and has a strategic roadmap in
place to reduce suppliers’ greenhouse gas emissions compared to 2017
by 30 percent by 2030 and to achieve climate neutrality by 20501.
GLP’s Haiyi Design Institute worked with adidas to develop an approach
to improve efficiency, with specific measures to eliminate waste in its
operations and supply chain. In addition to being LEED Gold certified,
GLP Park Suzhou features rooftop solar panels and leverages highly
advanced sorting technology, with the capacity to sort up to 40,000
pieces per hour with an accuracy of 99.95 percent.

The growing global demand for low-carbon energy and
renewable energy will lead to continued growth opportunities
for us in the future. GLP buildings are sources of renewable
energy generated by rooftop photovoltaic panels. Globally
in 2019, we had 55 megawatts (MW) of solar panels installed
over 53 properties that cover 1.0 million square meters (11
million square feet). These panels generate over 65,000
megawatt hours (MWh). The clean energy produced is sold
back to utility companies or our tenants, reducing the strain on
local electricity grids.

1
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Source: https://www.adidas-group.com/en/sustainability/managing-sustainability/environmental-approach/
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GOVERNANCE

SOCIAL

Partnering with
Customers
to Support
Sustainability Goals

ENVIRONMENT

CASE STUDY

IKEA is a global leader in sustainability so when the
Swedish furniture retailer IKEA finally came to India, the
iconic brand did a comprehensive study prior to its muchawaited arrival to get every part of its India operations
working properly. Storage and warehousing were two
critical parts of its operational blueprint and IKEA was
clear about its specifications. It was looking for a worldclass industrial real estate developer that could deliver
to its specific technical, functional and time parameters.
IndoSpace, GLP’s joint venture in India, was the only
developer which could meet IKEA’s global quality and
design standards and was chosen from approximately 100
other proposals to provide IKEA with 400,000 square feet
of warehousing space to support the launch of its first
retail store at Hyderabad.
Some of the cutting-edge features of the Chakan
distribution centre are docking door facilities and globally
approved fire safety sprinkler systems, including in-rack
sprinklers. It also features an 11-meter high building with
roof insulation and LED lights for cost and energy savings.
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GOVERNANCE

SOCIAL

ENVIRONMENT

Social
CASE STUDY

Investing in Our Communities
GLP seeks to do the very best for people — those who work for
us and with us, and those who live in the communities in which
we operate. We want to be a good neighbour and believe in
actively supporting local cultural, social and economic projects
to bring about a positive impact.

Educating the Next
Generation of Leaders
Our European team is establishing the UK’s first dedicated
Logistics Institute of Technology (LIT) to attract, develop and
retain talent in the sector to address an industry-wide gap and to
foster innovation and drive operational excellence. A significant
research dimension to the LIT’s remit is aimed at addressing the
many complex challenges faced by supply chain professionals
and to reduce the environmental footprint of the industry.
GLP is also the strategic partner and title sponsor of a supply
chain and service innovation research centre at the China
Europe International Business School (CEIBS), a leading
business school headquartered in Shanghai. The company has
donated RMB 10 million between 2015 to 2020.

Donations & Other Volunteer Work

Supporting our Stakeholders
during the Pandemic
Logistics is essential for the running of a modern society and is even more critically needed
when major disruptions happen such as Covid-19. GLP prioritized the health and safety of our
team, customers and the communities in which we operate. Our logistics infrastructure played
a fundamental role, supporting our customers and partners as well as local governments in
organizing emergency supplies.

GLP opened 110 of its
logistics parks in 40 cities
across China
providing approximately 2 million square
meters of storage space to support the
storage and transfer of healthcare equipment
like air purifiers and ventilators, protective
masks and gears, grocery and food supplies.

GLP used its logistics parks
to transfer and distribute 4 million pieces of
protective equipment and medical supplies to
donate to hospitals, weighing 180 tons.

GLP set up pandemic
response teams
across its logistics parks and launched detailed
plans and trainings (using online training
modules) to support and aid GLP employees
and customers for their safety.

GLP donated one million
pieces of medical supplies
including masks, goggles, gloves and protective
gowns to more than a dozen medical
institutions in Wuhan and surrounding areas
that were severely affected by the pandemic.

GLP hosts a diverse set of programs that provide a set number
of employees every year the opportunity to bid for a monetary
donation and the company also matches funds raised for charity
by colleagues in activities such as sponsored sporting events like
marathons and bike rides.
In select offices, GLP encourages its employees to contribute
towards meaningful causes in the community and works with
organizations such as Hands On in Japan and Oficina de Arte e
Música in Brazil for corporate volunteerism. Another way
we support volunteerism is by inviting employees to take
up to five paid volunteer days to contribute their
time to charitable organisations and projects.
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The Shanghai Spring
Charity Foundation

Magna Park Lutterworth is GLP Europe’s (formerly Gazeley) flagship
development and the blueprint for future large-scale logistics parks.
The 550-acre site offers more than 850,000 sqm of sustainable logistics
space and accommodates 32 buildings. As well as pushing the boundaries
of innovation and sustainability, Magna Park Lutterworth is also an
exemplar of our approach to creating excellent working environments
and building meaningful relationships with the surrounding community.
Magna Park Lutterworth provides more than 9,300 jobs, accounting for
more than 20 percent of all employment in the Harborough area.

Community Liaison Group
GLP set up the Community Liaison Group (CLG) to
provide a way to keep the local community up-to-date
with developments on the park and to provide a forum
for dialogue. Members of parish councils and other local
interest groups meet with Magna Park management each
quarter to hear about the latest plans for the park and to
raise any issues or concerns.

Annual Fun Day
The popular Annual Fun Day is a great opportunity for local
people to visit Magna Park and enjoy free activities and
hospitality by GLP Europe. The seventh Fun Day in 2019 saw
over 800 people come along to enjoy the activities such as
fairground rides, mountain biking, face painting, stalls and a
complimentary hog roast and drinks.

Community Fund

GOVERNANCE

Magna Park
Lutterworth provides
9,300 Local Jobs

SOCIAL

EDUCATION

ENVIRONMENT

CASE STUDY

The Shanghai Spring Charity Foundation was launched by GLP in China to engage in
non-profit and charitable activities including public welfare, poverty relief, financial aid
and other forms of social intervention and assistance.
The foundation supports the Spring music and English programs which are unique
education projects aimed at helping rural school students, university trainee teachers
and local teachers build confidence and develop skills to help them in their future
studies and careers. The Spring music and English programs are in eight China provinces,
benefitting 22,000 students and 53 schools as of 2019, up from six project schools and
1,000 students in 2014.
The program focuses on six elements:
Music: Free music lessons for children in grades 3-9 to learn various western and
Chinese musical instruments. Research shows that exposure to music and music
instruction accelerates brain development and cognitive skills in young children.

English: Using creative ways such as storytelling, games and role-play to engage
students and build up self-expression and confidence in English communication.

Weekend Activities: Organizing visits to local nursing homes and putting up
musical performances by the students to foster compassion and active social
involvement from a young age.

Summer Camp: Every year top performing students from each program school
are selected to attend a five-day summer camp to learn more about music and
performing arts from overseas teachers, culminating in an exciting onstage
performance on the last day to showcase their learning.

Distance Learning: University trainee teachers are assigned to each of the
Spring schools to provide specialised training to all students in music and English.
There are regular follow-up trainings using the Cisco remote teaching platform
provided by the foundation. This project is the cornerstone of the Spring
program, providing well-trained, enthusiastic young teachers for each of the
schools and ensuring a sustainable future for the program.

The Magna Park Community Fund was established in 2013 to
support grassroots, community and voluntary organisations,
parish councils and local schools. To date, it has donated
over £100,000 and helped more than 50 projects spanning
education, health and wellbeing, the environment and
community relations.
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Educational Training: The young teachers are given regular training
throughout the semester in the hope that in the future they will be able to take
responsibility for the program.
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Upholding Ethics and Corporate
Integrity at all Levels of our Company

Embedding ESG into Investment Analysis
and Decision-making Processes

GLP is committed to ensuring the highest standards of
corporate governance to enhance corporate performance
and accountability. To demonstrate our commitment towards
excellence in corporate governance, we have established a
series of well-defined policies and processes to protect our
stakeholders’ interests.

GLP is committed to investing responsibly and considers relevant
ESG factors (including health, safety, environmental and social
considerations) in our investment and decision-making processes.
We understand our activities can have a material impact which can
affect our businesses, stakeholders, communities, environment and
reputation. This helps us to identify and avoid potential ESG risks to
maximize value creation for our investors and drive positive outcomes
for the communities in which we operate.

Commitment by Leadership
Our leadership team recognizes the importance of strong
corporate governance and the maintenance of high standards
of accountability to our shareholders and remains firmly
committed to seeing that those standards are satisfied
through an evolving suite of governance practices that are
woven into GLP’s business.

GOVERNANCE

SOCIAL

ENVIRONMENT

Governance

Occupational Health and Safety
In China, GLP obtained ISO 45001 accreditation, the internationally
recognised standard for organizations that have implemented
rigorous workplace health and safety systems that improve
employee safety, reduce workplace risks and create better and safer
working conditions.

Approach to Strong Governance
GLP continually reviews and refines its processes in light of
best practice, consistent with the needs and circumstances
of the group. We maintain a zero-tolerance approach to
bribery and corruption and require all management and
employees to comply with our Code of Business Conduct
at all times and provide annual certification. Our corporate
governance framework includes a Code of Business Conduct,
Whistleblowing Policy and Governance Principles.
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We focus on improving efficiency across our businesses
through the use and integration of data and technology.
As a result, we are able to reduce consumption,
better manage assets and invest capital more
efficiently, which in turn generates better returns
for our shareholders and investors, reduces costs
for our customers and partners, and helps our global
employees to be more productive.
Through the use of data and technology, we are able to
achieve a greater level of efficiency across our business
by minimizing the waste of physical materials, time,
energy and capital for our employees, customers and
investors.

The integration of various types of technologies
including data analytics, robotics, automated
clearance systems, digital loading docks, smart sorting,
telematics, fleet management systems, and Internet of
Things (IoT) are all designed to achieve a greater level
of efficiency across our business to save resources, time
and money.
Processes that used to be manual such as dispatching
and billing, are now automated, allowing for much more
precision and complexity, while predictive analytics and
safety features mean fewer accidents.

Our proprietary AI and IoT tool uses an
open source platform to help customers
increase storage
efficiency by as much as

Entrance management technology
increases the speed of gate traffic by

reduce labour costs by up to
and achieve a goods
retrieval accuracy of

loading docks by up to

400%
50%
100%
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Fifteen percent of GLP employees are in technology
focused roles and support the development of
proprietary technologies.

95%

increases utilization of

50%

and improves overall efficiency of security
operations by

25%

CASE STUDY

Accelerating Digital Financial Inclusion to Support Small Businesses

GOVERNANCE

Using Technology to Support ESG

SOCIAL

ENVIRONMENT

Technology

GLP is dedicated to accelerating digital financial inclusion by supporting the sustainable growth of small business
and improve social innovation through our fintech platform, GLP Financial Services. This platform provides
diverse supply chain financing solutions that leverage blockchain technologies and enable small and medium-sized
logistics businesses in China to access capital to meet business needs such as equipment leasing and pursue growth
opportunities. By the end of 2019, we were able to serve thousands of logistics and transportation small businesses
across nearly 20 provinces in China.
Through this platform, GLP will continue to apply data analytics, blockchain, IoT and other technologies to grow
our supply chain finance solutions, and work with leading financial institutions to provide the best risk-adjusted
financing solutions for our customers.

15%
of GLP employees are in technology
focused roles and support the
development of propriety technologies

More than

14 million
consumer buying and delivery data
points collected by GLP to optimize
routes and delivery schedules to reduce
transportation costs for our customers by
up to

20%
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Solar Power ramps up
in China and Japan

Global Sustainable
Building Certifications
GLP continues to drive the development and
management of modern logistics facilities of high
functionality and sustainability, while accommodating
customers’ needs to introduce automation and
robotics equipment to enhance operational efficiency.
The company has a strong history of building
environmentally-friendly logistics facilities, with more
112 global sustainable building certifications including
LEED, BREEAM, BELS, CASBEE, DNJB, DBJ, EDGE and
HQE.

In Japan, GLP J-REIT obtained the evaluation of “Green 1”, the highest JCR Green Bond Evaluation
from Japan Credit Rating Agency, Ltd. and was the first logistics J-REIT to launch a green bond
targeted at retail investors. During the year, GLP J-REIT issued a total of JPY13 billion (approximately
$120 million) of unsecured green bonds.

In China, GLP continues to replace fossil fuel energy
with solar power, with approximately 30 MW capacity
added to the grid in 2019, covering 13 logistics and
industrial parks. The expansion is part of GLP and
Brookfield’s solar energy joint venture to build China’s
largest platform for distributed solar energy on
logistics and commercial rooftops. The partnership
intends to become the largest rooftop solar power
provider in China with total installed capacity of 30
MW as of end-2019 growing to 415 MW by the end
of 2021 and a broader one gigawatt development
pipeline in the future which is the equivalent to
the annual consumption of approximately 750,000
households.

In August 2019, GSP Renewable Energy, GLP’s solar energy joint venture in China, issued its first senior
unsecured green bonds in a total amount of $15 million, certified by the Hong Kong Quality Assurance
Agency. GSP has helped multinational corporations such as L’Oreal and adidas work towards their goal
of reducing carbon emissions by 1.2 million tons and is committed to developing over one gigawatt of
renewable energy which is equivalent to the annual consumption of approximately 750,000 households.

In Japan, GLP’s installed rooftop solar panels generate
about 67 million kilowatt hours (kWh) annually which
is equivalent to the average power requirement of
about more than 12,000 homes and reduces carbon
dioxide (CO2) emissions by 24,000 tons.

SUSTAINABILITY INITIATIVES

2019 Highlights
GLP Issued Green Bonds in Japan and China
Green bonds are designed to support climate related or environmental projects that reduce impact.
Achieving high evaluations and offering these opportunities help to attract environmentally conscious
investors.
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GLP developments typically feature a range of
energy-and water-saving features including solar
panels, rainwater harvesting systems, energy-efficient
lighting, thermal insulation materials and responsibly
sourced timber. In 2019, GLP achieved two LEED Gold
certifications in Japan for GLP Hirakata III and GLP
Nagareyama III.
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Global ESG Contact

More Information

Meredith Balenske
SVP, Global Communications
+852 6116 6709
mbalenske@glp.com

Please visit
https://www.glp.com/global/impact
for more about our global ESG policy.

Global Headquarters

GRESB
Since 2013, GLP has been a member of the Global Real
Estate Sustainability Benchmark (GRESB), an industrydriven organization widely regarded as the leading
global standard ESG for real estate and infrastructure
investments. Our funds routinely achieve GRESB’s Green
Star ratings.
Our funds maintained or increased their ratings in 2019
and GLP Japan Development Venture I and GLP Japan
Income Partners I consistently receive rankings higher than
its peers across categories.

Planet Mark Certification
In Europe, GLP is proud to have achieved the certification
to The Planet Mark for the year 2019. This is GLP’s second
year of business carbon footprint and social value reporting
with The Planet Mark.
Our second year’s certification proves we have achieved
a significant reduction in our carbon footprint, and we are
committed to continuous improvement in sustainability.

GLP Brazil

GLP Japan

3900 Brigadeiro Faria Lima Ave
Office Room 501
São Paulo, SP – Brazil 04538-132
+55 11 3500 3700
glp.com/br

34F, Shiodome City Center
1-5-2 Higashi-Shimbashi
Minato-ku Tokyo Japan
+81(0)3 6858 2250

GLP China

SEA Logistics Partners (SLP)

18F, GLP Tower
No. 3 Lane 2389 Zhangyang Road
Pudong New District
Shanghai, 200135, P.R. China
+ 86 (21) 6105 3999
glp.com/cn

TEC Level 6&7
Friendship Tower,
31 Le Duan Street
Ben Nghe Ward, District 1
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

GLP Europe
50 New Bond Street
W1S 1BJ
London, United Kingdom
+44 020 7901 4455
glp.com/eu
GLP Hong Kong
35/F, One Exchange Square
8 Connaught Place
Central, Hong Kong
+852 3959 7000
glp.com/global

glp.com/jp

GLP Singapore
501 Orchard Road
#08-01 Wheelock Place
Singapore 238880
+65 6643 6388
glp.com/global
GLP US
10 South Wacker Dr,
Suite 1220, Chicago,
IL 60606
+1 312 940 5300

IndoSpace
One Indiabulls Centre
11F, Tower 2A
Senapati Bapat Marg
Elphinstone Road, Mumbai – 400013
+91 22 61671001
indospace.in
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Forward-looking legal statement
The information contained in this presentation (the “Information”)

historical market data; however, historical market trends are not

is provided by GLP Pte. Ltd. (the “Company”) to you solely for

reliable indicators of future market behaviour. Some statements

your informational purposes only and may not be retransmitted

and analysis in this presentation and some examples provided are

or distributed to any other person. The Information has not been

based upon or derived from the hypothetical performance of models

independently verified and may not contain, and you may not rely on

developed by the Company. In particular, in connection with certain

this presentation as providing, all material information concerning

investments for which no external pricing information is available, the

the condition (financial or other), earnings, business affairs, business

Company will rely on internal pricing models, using certain modelling

prospects, properties or results of operations of the Company and/

and data assumptions. Such valuations may vary from valuations

or its subsidiaries. The Company does not intend, and do not assume

performed by other parties for similar types of securities. Models

any obligation to update or correct the Information. This presentation

are inherently imperfect and there is no assurance that any returns

contains statements that constitute forward-looking statements

or other figures indicated in this presentation and derived from

which involve risks and uncertainties. These statements include

such models will be achieved. The Company expressly disclaims any

descriptions regarding the intent, belief or current expectations of

responsibility for (i) the accuracy of the models or estimates used

the Company with respect to the consolidated results of operations

in deriving the analyses, (ii) any errors or omissions in computing

and financial condition, and future events and plans, of the Company.

or disseminating the analyses or (iii) any uses to which the analyses

These statements can be recognised by the use of words such as

are put. This presentation does not regard any specific investment

“believes”, “expects”, “anticipates”, “intends”, “plans”, “foresees”,

objectives, financial situation or the particular needs of any specific

“will”, “estimates”, “projects”, or words of similar meaning. Similarly,

person. Unless otherwise stated, figures presented in this presentation

statements that describe the Company’s objectives, plans or goals

are unaudited. To provide investors with additional information

also are forward-looking statements. All such forward-looking

regarding the Company’s financial results, this presentation may

statements do not guarantee future performance and actual results

also contain non-IFRS, non-GAAP and non-SFRS financial measures.

may differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements

Such measures include, but are not limited to, the Company’s pro

as a result of various factors and assumptions. You are cautioned not

forma adjustments. The Company’s use of non-IFRS, non-GAAP

to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which

and non-SFRS financial measures has limitations as an analytical

are based on the current view of the management of the Company on

tool, and you should not consider any of these measures in isolation

future events. The Company does not undertake to revise forward-

or as a substitute for analysis of the Company’s financial results as

looking statements to reflect future events or circumstances. No

reported under SFRS. Some of these limitations include the fact that

assurance can be given that future events will occur, that projections

other companies, including companies in the Company’s industry,

will be achieved, or that the Company’s assumptions are correct.

may calculate these financial measures or similarly titled measures

The Information, including but not limited to any estimates or other

differently, which reduces their usefulness as comparative measures.

forward-looking statements, may be subject to changes without

None of the Company, its subsidiaries or any of their respective

notice. Some statements, pictures and analysis in this presentation

members, directors, officers, employees or affiliates nor any other

are for demonstration and illustrative purposes only. Any hypothetical

person accepts any liability (in negligence, or otherwise) whatsoever

illustrations, forecasts and estimates contained in this presentation

for any loss howsoever arising (including, without limitation for any

are forward-looking statements and are based on assumptions.

claim, proceedings, action, suits, losses, expenses, damages or costs)

Hypothetical illustrations are necessarily speculative in nature and

from any use of this presentation or its contents or otherwise arising

it can be expected that some or all of the assumptions underlying the

in connection therewith. By accepting and/or viewing the Information,

hypothetical illustrations will not materialise or will vary significantly

you agree to be bound by the foregoing limitations.

from actual results. No representation is made that any returns
indicated will be achieved. Accordingly, the hypothetical illustrations
are only an estimate and the Company assumes no duty to revise
any forward-looking statement. This presentation may also contain
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